
What is HiCrypt™?
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What unique features does HiCrypt™ provide?

What are the advantages of HiCrypt™?

HiCrypt™ offers years of experience in the domain of network encryption.

One advantage is that there is no aditional required infrastructure on the part of the client. 

HiCrypt™ runs on terminal servers (Desktop as a Service, Software as a Service),
on a standard licencing basis, but a floating license for it is also available. 

IT-administration provides IT-infrastructure, but is not responsible for key distribution.

HiCrypt™ offers several authentication methods (standardised password prompts,
the use of certificates) incl. the use of a dual-control principle.

HiCrypt™

HiCrypt™
The revolutionary data encryption for your network drives

HiCrypt™ offers the „key wholly-owned warranty“ and the highest level of confidentiality for 
your data, combined with comfortable usability, ingenious simplicity and flexibility! 

HiCrypt™ encrypts data on network drives, thereby allowing common access to encrypted 
files and folders. No matter where you store your documents: whether at home, on a com-
pany network or even on your online storage drive in Cloud, with HiCrypt™ you hold the 
key to the safety of your data right in your hand. 



       HiCrypt™   HiCrypt™ Viewer

Operating systemes:   Windows XP (x86 & x64) and      Android, iOS
  onwards 

Standards:             CIFS/SMB                 FTP, WEBDAV
encryption algorithms:       AES, Blowfish, IDEA    AES, Blowfish, IDEA

Price: 

Download:       www.hicrypt.com     Play Store, App Store

     

     www.hicrypt.com           free           
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Mobile access with         
HiCrypt™ app

Would you like to be able to access 
your encrypted data even on 
mobile devices? HiCrypt™ allows 
this by offering an extension for 
mobile devices, which you can 
install on your Smartphone or 
tablet. This allows you to access 
your encrypted data storage at any 
time, from anywhere. And, to keep 
data transmission costs low, 
HiCrypt™ does not assume com-
plete synchronisation of your data    - 
the access is done online and is 
thereby always up-to-date.

And how does it work?

It‘s easy: Establish a connection to 
your encrypted storage location. 
When you do this, it doesen‘t 
matter whether you access a 
network or an online storage loca-
tion in the cloud. As soon as 
HiCrypt™ indendifies an encrypted 
data storage location, you will 
automatically be asked to enter 
your secret „safe key“ assigned 
with HiCrypt™.  
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